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Dan Rupley has 24 hours to survive a cursed killer gun and get his dead fiancÃƒÂ©e back. What

could go wrong? "Perfect for Stephen King fans. It's a thriller, ghost story, and epic chase through

time and space. Brilliant characters and beautifully written with great moments of humour." Chris

Child"EXCEPTIONAL. I LOVED IT! The author has created a VERY unique plot, describing Dan's

24 hour nightmare and even adding some dark humor. FIVE STARS and expect to stay up late

reading!" Owl3"One of the best reads in a long time! Page flipping, nail biting, late to work just to

read one more page!"An epic edge-of-your-seat thriller that you won't want to put downDan is a

professional ghost hunter who's never actually found a ghost. But his newest case is promising: a

cursed Russian rifle allegedly haunted by a demon. Anyone who touches the antique weapon dies

within 24 hours. But for Dan, it's personal Ã¢â‚¬â€• he's still mourning the death of his fiancÃƒÂ©e

Adelaide, and he's desperate to find proof that ghosts exist. At any cost.As the clock ticks down,

Dan's paranormal investigation quickly twists into a mind-bending nightmare. He is chased through

time and memory by a terrifying demon. And as for his lost love, Adelaide? She might be the only

one who can save him . . .From  best-selling author Taylor Adams, OUR LAST NIGHT is a roller

coaster of a ghost story full of excitement, emotion, and black humour.Great for people who love

Dean Koontz, Stephen King, Peter Straub or David Wong but really a book like nothing

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve ever read!ALSO BY TAYLOR ADAMS EYESHOT An international best-selling

thriller. In the middle of the desert a couple are pinned down by a ruthless sniperNO EXIT A

kidnapped little girl locked in a stranger's van. No help for miles. What would you do?
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Odd but good. Worth the read for me.

Different book, but good. I enjoyed it.

Came as described - fast service

This was such an interesting story. I've read dozens upon dozens of Kindle books but have only

written a handful of reviews because in most cases the reviews would be negative and I would feel

bad for any fledgling author. This man however, is an author! I thought the story would be somewhat

predictable and it most certainly was not. There are subtle twists within the story, but as you get

deeper in you realize the magnitude of what these twists mean. So, so interesting. The author has

an excellent writing style; I don't think I saw one typo (for reals!) and the dialogue was excellent. I

described the pace as steady as opposed to fast because while you're drawn in and need to know

what'll happen next, the author takes the time to further character development and the back story

of the gun. I would recommend this book to anyone who'd want to read about a lost love, how

memories may become skewed over this loss, and a scary demon gun that makes people kill

themselves! Great book.

This was not the kind of book I would usually read, but I fell in love with this author's book No Exit,

so I grabbed up this book next, not even paying attention to what the subject was. I was not

disappointed in this book! It was fast moving and had everything in it. Even though it is a ghost and

time travel themed book, it is more of an adventure and has a lot of relationship and what young

couples go through, the good times and bad, and life lessons learned along the way. Or maybe on

looking back, things one should have learned along the way. Anyway, the first 20% or so is setting



up the book, getting the background information on the characters, Dan purchasing a haunted gun

though not really believing in it. But soon strange things start to happen, and then the weirdest thing

happens--time starts to go backwards. Can he stop something horrible from happening in the

present time before he gets killed by the ghost chasing him through the past? It sounds confusing

but somehow it all just works. Kind of reminds me a bit of Dean Koontz's book Odd Thomas. The

writing is absolutely fabulous and the story is fast-paced and one you will want to keep paging

through until you read the very last sentence. Great stuff!

I read EyeShot by Taylor Adams and I absolutely could not put it down. Edge of your seat writing,

vividly descriptive, and scary...Our Last Night is a fast paced thriller that takes an ordinary guy, who

is a TV show host for a paranormal type reality program. Dan Rupley doesn't believe in ghosts until

he buys a rifle that is a "blood gun" - in other words, other people have died when they touched this

gun. No one has survived 24 hours and Dan is determined to see if he can do that or die trying.Dan

is a sympathetic character; his girlfriend died three months ago, he is lonely, sad, and can't cry

about anything. All Dan wants right now is to see if this rifle is haunted and if he can survive what

others could not do.I really liked this book and Adams is a descriptive and vivid writer. Very Good!

Mr Adams has a knack for creating characters the reader quickly feel an attachment. The story is

suspenseful but scattered throughout are little Easter eggs of humor. I eagerly look forward to his

next book. I especially like his genre jumping. He will probably generate many more fans this way.

This is the 2nd book by this author I have read, and it doesn't disappoint. I loved this one.Dan is a

ghost hunter, on a very successful TV show, but he doesn't believe in ghosts..At least he didn't. His

finance was killed on New Years Eve and he wants to see her so badly, any way he can.He finds

out about a cursed rifle, where within 24 hours if you own it, you will die. Dan wants to prove now

that spirits do exist.He buys the rifle and right off things keep happening to him. He is actually going

back into time and can he save is fiancee, but what are the risks, as the "demon" of the rifle, keeps

chasing him. He only has 24 hours to save his fiancee and save his life. The book starts counting

down and you will live every minute of this one!Great book, suspenseful, and even a little scary.

This demon is not going to stop chasing Dan!
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